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IN THE VARIOUS'MODELS' OR DETERMINATE SYSTEMS of economic vari-
ables which aresuch an important feature of macroeconomic analysis,
entitjes play an important, perhaps even an essential role. These iden-
titles arc obtained by equating twodifferent breakdowns of a single aggre-
gate or by equating abreakdown of an aggregate to the aggregate itself.
A simple example is the'savings equals investment' identity, which in its
most significant form is based onthe breakdown of total output, Y, into
the part that isconsumed, C, and the part that is not consumed and is
therefore accumulated, A. Since yC + A,
AYC, (1)
where A is 'investment' and Y - C is 'savings', orincome minus consump-
tion. Irving Fisher's equation ofexchange likewise results from the divi-
sion of a single aggregate,total payments, into two products: price multi-
plied by the quantity of the exchangeablesfor which payment is made and
the total quantity of moneymultiplied by its average velocity of circulation.
Naturally, an identity must be true. It may or may notbe interesting,
and there is no sense in formulatinguninteresting identities. The interest
of an identity depends uponwhether its components have enough homo-
geneity, independence, and connectedness tobe related in a set of func-
tional equations sufficient to determinethem. Thus the savings-equals-
investment identity is of some interestbecause its components can be
related in functions that make some sense, atleast at the level of first
approximation. In the simplest possiblemodel of a 'Keynesian' system
we assume a consumptionfunction,
CF(Y) (2)
A=Fa(Y) (3)
or, if we like, assume A tobe given by exogenousfactors: these two equa-
tions together with the identity (1) aresufficient to determine thethree
unknowns, Y, A, and C. The valueof such a model of coursedepends
entirely upon whether the functionalrelations it assumes arereasonably
stable. Their stability in turndepends upon whether therelations rest
upon some stable attributesof human behaviorand whether the variables
are homogeneous enough tojustify the neglect of theirparts and structure.
Little has been done withidentifies involving assets,yet these are
actually more fundamental, andfrequently moreilluminating, than the
income identities commonly used.Income quantitiessuch as output, COn-
sufliption, savings, expendituresand receipts, areessentially changes per
given period (gross or net) inasset quantities.The income identities,there--- -
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fore, are obtained by the differentiation of the asset identities withrespect
to time.
The most fundamental asset identity, the balance sheet identity, is
based upon a twofold division of the total value ofresources controlled
by a firm or other social organism: into a classified list of theresources
controlled (the assets side) and into the distribution of this total value
among the various types of claimant to it (the liabilities side). The break-
down can be as fine or as coarseas the nature of the problem requires.
For the purpose of constructing economic modelsa very convenient
breakdown rests upon the assumption that all accounts in the systemcan
be classified under three heads- businesses, households, and govern-
ment. For any business, then, we can classify the items in its balance sheet
into assets and liabilities. Any item in the balance sheetcan be classified
under one or another of these headings although,as in all taxonomjc
structures, there may be doubtful cases which must be resolved inmore
or less arbitrary fashion. Bank deposits, for instance, are strictly classified
under kbb and government money under kgb, but formany purposes we
may wish to classify them under rn1, or perhaps as a separate item.
Assets
Money stock ni1





The balance sheet identity for a single business thenreads:




Debts to government kb,'
Net worth
(4)
The balance sheets of all businessescan now be added. If we use capital
letters to represent the aggregate quantities, Mb(=mb) is the total money
stock of all businesses, Qb (=qb) the total value ofreal capital held by
businesses, and so on. The aggregate balance sheet identitymay then be
written:
Mb+Qa+ Kbb+ K1b+KgbEKbb'+Kbh'+KbP'+G,, (5)
When the balance sheets of all businesses ina closed society are added,
however, the sum of all debts from businessesto other businesses, Kb,,,
is obviously the same quantityas the sum of all debts to businesses from
other businesses, Kbb', as each inter-businessdebt appears twice in the
aggregate of balance sheets - as a liability inone balance sheet and as an
asset in another. We can thereforerearrange and rewrite identity (5) as
the aggregate business net worth identity:
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Highly significant income identities can be derived by differentiating
* (6) with respect totime. If bydG, dMb,etc. we mean the changes in the
quantities Gb, Mb, etc. in a given period, we have:
dGbdMb + dQb + dKb - dKbh' + dKgb - dKb0'
Each quantity in thisidentity has economic significance; dGb, the total
change in business networths, is closely related to what the Department
of Commerce calls'undistributed profits'. However, because of a certain
ambiguity in this term, which is used also to designate acertain part of
the total net worth of businessin the balance sheet statement, 'business
savings' seems preferable. It represents the netaddition to net worth,
i.e., the part of profits(gross additions) that has not been distributed in
interest or dividends. Identity(7) may therefore be called the aggregate
business savings identity.
dMb is the increase in the moneystock held by businesses. For the
purposes of thisexposition bank deposits and government currency are
assumed to be included under the money categoryand correspondingly
excluded from the debt categories towhich they would otherwise belong.
This item may be divided stillfurther into the balance of payments of
businesses with households, X,,,the balance of payments of businesses
with government, Xbg, andthe portion of net additions to the money
stock that remains in the accountsof businesses, dMb'. The balanceof
payments of businesses withhouseholds is the excess of money receiptsof
businesses from households over the moneyexpenditures of businesses to
households. Neglecting governmentand changes in the moneystock for
the moment, we can visualizethe money stock of society as ashifting
cargo, now shifting intobusiness balance sheets ashouseholds spend
more toward businessesthan businesses arespending toward households,
now shifting towardhousehold balance sheets whenthe reverse takes
place. The positive balance ofpayments of businessesof course equals
the negative balance of paymentsof households. Wewould ordinarily
expect Xb& to fluctuate betweenpositive and negativemagnitudes, being
positive when money surges intobusiness balances,negative when it surges
out into household balances.The longer theperiod the more these alter-
nate positive and negativevalues will cancel,and the smaller thisitem
will be in relation to the othermagnitudes of the economy:in the long
run, that is to say, x,,approaches zero.
'the balance of payment ofbusinesses withgovernmeflt Xb, islikewise
the excess of money receiptsof businesses fromgovernment over money
expenditures by businesses togovernment. Thefirst item consistsof
payments for goods andservices or securitiespurchased from businesses
by government, plus subsidy orother transferpayments; the second con-
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sists of tax payments and payments for goods, services, or securities pur-
chased from government by businesses. Because of the peculiar power
of government to create money, there is no necessity for this item to
approach zero in the long run, though under conservative canons of
public finance its long run value is presumably small. War inflation is
likely to render it perennially positive.dMb'represents mainly the increase
in bank deposits. For the purposes of our model we include banks under
government and regard bank deposits as part of the public debt. For some
purposes it is desirable to set up a separate account for the banking
system.
From identity (7) an identity for total profits can immediately be
derived. Total profits, V. must equal business distributions out of profits
in net business taxes, Tb, and in dividends and interest, D plus business
savings, dGb. We have therefore:
V T+D + dGb=dQb+ (D+Xb,+dKAAdKbs')
+(Xbg+Tb+dKgbdKbg') +dMb' (8)
A similar identity can now be constructed for total wages. First,we








Net worths of businesses
of the various items in all household accounts by capital letters,we find
on adding the balance sheets of all households that Kss = Ku', andwe
have a household net worth identity:
G -1. = fflj 1 1A - T b
As will be observed, in the household balance sheetwe included an
item, g, on the assets side, representing the part of thenet worth of busi-
nesses that is owned by the household. The entire net worth of businesses
must theoretically be allocated among households,as a business is a
fictitious 'person'. The actual allocation of thisnet worth may, of course,
be somewhat arbitrary. Nonprofit institutionssuch as universities and
churches present some difficulties: theymay either be regarded as 'house-
holds' in themselves or their assetsmay be allocated to the individual
households or persons benefiting from theirexistence. The sum of all
these allocations must equal thesum of business net worths: i.e.,GbkG.
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d beingused as before to indicate the change during a fixed period in the
variable so modified:
dGs dM + dQk + dKbri + dK - dKhb' - dK19' + dGb(10)
This may be calledthe household savings identity, as dGh, the increase in
household net worths, is the amount saved by households, which is the
same thing astotal savings. It may be objected that as household savings,
this definition, included business savings, which are not directly under
je control of households,it is improper to say that the increase in house-
hold net worths is the amount'saved' by households. As far as business
savings are reflected inhousehold balance sheets, however, households
will rightly regard such savings asincome, i.e., additions to net worth,
and may, if they wish, offsetthem by consumption. Here we have a prob-
1cm of the form in which anincrease in net worth manifests itself -
whether, for instance, in liquid or innonliquid form - and the effects of
the form on individuals. But atthe level of approximation of this paper
such complications may be neglected.The household savings identity
then identifies household savingswith the increase in the money stock
of households plus the increasein the physical capital of households plus
the increase in the net debtsof business and of government to households
plus business savings. If identities(7) and (10) are combined we have:
dGhdMk+dMb+dQ,+dQb+dKg (11)
where dKg is the increase in netgovernment debt to both householdsand
businesses. When both businessand household balance sheets axeadded,
all inter-business and inter-householddebts cancel: dKhbdKb', dKbh
= dKb', and we areleft with the identity thathousehold savings equal the
increase in the money stockof society plus the increase inthe value of
total physical capital plus the increasein net government debt.
Household savings consist also ofhousehold income minus household
consumption, Ch, minus household taxes,T. Household incomeconsists
of wages, W, business distributions,D, and business savings, dGb.We
have therefore:
dG_=W+D+dG_Ch_T (12)
The increase in the moneystock of households maylikewise be ana-
lyzed into three parts: first, thepositive balance of paymentsof house-
holds with business, i.e., the excessof household receiptsfrom business
over household expendituresto business, whichis exactly the same asthe
negative balance of business payments,X. The second partof dMk is
the positive balance of paymentsof households withgovernment, Xft9;
the third part is the new moneythat finds its wayinto the balancesof
households, dMA'. We have therefore
(13)236
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Combining identities (10),(12), and (13) we get an identity fortotal Wages:
W (C fdQA)(D+Xbh +dKhbdK')
+ (Xh-f- Th+dKdKh;) +dMh' (14) It will be observed that
(15)
occurs in both the total profitsand the total wages identity. Itmay be called the transfer factor.The items
(X9 + Tb + dKgbdKb9')V9 (16a) and
(X + Th + dK9,- dK9')Wg (1 6b)
represent government contributionsto total profits and to totalwages
respectively. Equations (8)and (14) can then be written insimple form:
VdQb+T+v+dM,' (l7a)
W(C,,+dQ)_T+ly+dMP (17b)
Adding these twoidentities we obtaina familiar identity for national
income:
Y=Vl- W=dQb+(C+dQk)+(v+ Wg) +(dMb'+dMh')(18)
dQb is 'business accumulation'or 'investment'. C + dQ, totalhouse- hold purchasesor absorption, correspondsto the Keynesian 'consump-
tion'. The third item,the net governmentcontribution to national income, and the fourth item, theincrease in the money stock,will be analyzed later.
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AD, andtotal wages, DB. CD is thetransfer factor. The concept of a
transfer factorwould, of course, be meaningless unless it could beshown
t it isrelated to certain aspectsof human behavior. But identity (15)
analyzes thetransfer factor into four items, each ofwhich is a rough
'parameter ofbehavior' and can, therefore, be profitablyused in economic
models. The first item,D, depends upon the dividend policyof corporate
busineSand, in the case ofunincorporated businesses, on entrepre-
neurial withdrawals.In the short run we can regardthe interest and con-
tractual rent itemsin D as constant, determinedby the structure of debt
and financial contracts,so that any fluctuationin D can be attributed to
dividend po!"'Y.Unfortunately it is not at all clearwhat determines divi-
dend polkies, andin the absence of muchdetailed study there must be
doubt concerning whatshould be put into a 'dividendsfunction' in
an economiCmodel. But there is little doubtthat past profits are amajor
item in it, andalso perhaps the liquidityposition of businesses. There are,
however, certaininstitutional, conventional, evenfashion.determifled
elements individend policy that mayundermine the stability of anydivi-
dendsfUflcti0fl postulated.
The second item, Xb,is the positive balanceof payments of businesses
toward households or,what is the same thing,the negative balanceof
18) payments ofhousehOlds toward businesses.The excess ofhousehold pay-
ise- ments to businesses overbusiness payments tohouseholds is, as already
noted, likely to fluctuatebetween positiveand negative values.In the
short run, however,it may be an importantcontribution to (or subtrac-
tion from) profits: a'surge' of several billiondollars into or out ofbusi-
ness balancesis not impossiblein short periods.This is one of thebig
gaps in ourstatistical informatiOn,and a continuousseries showing the
distribution of liquidassets betweenbusiness andhousehold accounts
would be instructive.The chief determinantsof this item arethe relative
liquidity preferencesof households andbusinesses. If both aretrying to
ofits
= decumulate or toaccumulatc money atthe same rate, orwith the same
re1 degree of intensity,neither will succeed.But if the liquiditypreference
of one declinesfaster, or increasesmore slowly,than the other,liquid
assets will 'surge'into the accountsof the one withthe relativelyweaker
liquidity preference.parameters forliquidity preference canbe set up in
terms of relativevelocities of circulation:in simplemodels, however,the
balance of paymentsitem itself maybe used as anirregularly fluctuating,
exogenous variable, orit may berelated in the short runto suchvariables
as dividend or wagepayments. Thus anincrease in wageox dividend pay-
ments may well causean initial surgeof the moneystock intohousehold
and out of businessaccounts. But inthe long runthe balance ofpayments
item approaches zeroand may benegleCt$
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dKb is the increase in household indebtedness to business, i.e., mainly
in consumer credit, book or instalment. Since it represents the equity of
businesses in household goods (automobiles, household equipment, furni-
ture, clothing, etc. held by households), it can increase continuously with
household capital. But it is likely to fluctuate considerably, and there is
nothing to prevent its being negative. Like the balance of payments, it may
be expected to swing between positive and negative values if the average
volume of consumer credit is constant: a secular rise in total consumer
credit will, of course, make the positive values of dKhb predominate over
the negative values. However, an increase in consumer credit that exceeds
the secular trend is almost certain to be followed by a decline, i.e., by a
shift from a positive to a negative value for dKb. To that extent a rapid
increase in consumer credit is almost certain to set up cyclical movements
in the transfer factor. The problem of a 'consumer credit function' in
economic models presents great difficulties. Income is probably the main
determining factor, yet the relation is certainly not linear. Consumer credit
per household reaches a maximum at middle or high-middle income
levels. Other factors, such as household liquidity, may also be important,
and factors on the business side influencing the willingness to grant con-
sumer credit. The structure of household capital itself is also important,
as consumer credit is closely related to household accumulation, dQk,
and distortions in the age distribution of household capital are likely to
lead to fluctuations in replacements and additions, as in the case of busi-
ness capital.
The fourth item in the transfer factor, dKb', is the increase in debts due
households from businesses. These debts include a rather heterogeneous
aggregate of unpaid wage claims and accrued but unpaid interest or rent,
hut consist chiefly of business securities held by households. We thus get
the paradoxical proposition that the sale of bonds by businesses to
households actually diminishes total profits, the other variables being
constant. Again there is considerable question regarding the variables to
be included in a 'securities function': naturally it is likely to be related
to both business investment and dividend policy. Certain special problems
also related to equity financing and to the creation ofnew businesses are
postponed at this stage.
What has emerged from the analysis of asset identities, then, is the out-
line of a macroeconomic theory of the distribution of national income into
labor and nonlabor income. The absence of sucha theory has been a
great weakness of the Keynesian, indeed of all, economics. The identities
clearly show that the distribution structure is nota result of the produc-
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processes and decisions.Investment itself is the chief determinant of
profits and is in turn determinedin part by expected profits. It would not
be surprising ifunder these conditions the economic system was markedly
unstable. The identities indicate also that the distributional patternis
largely independent of the money wagebargain, except as far as the wage
bargain affects indirectly the significant determinants,such as dividend
or investmentpolicy. From the identities we get some important clues
about the future of thedistributional shares - the question that so greatly
interested the classical economists and has been soimportant in Marrian
eCOflOmcS but seems to havedropped into the background recently. From
the business savingsidentity, (7), it is clear that there cannot be any busi-
ness savings inthe stationary state, unless the national debtperpetually
increases, for investment, dQb,will cease, and we can hardly expect a
permanent rate of increase inthe money stock or in consumer credit. The
disappearance of businesssavings, however, does not necessarily involve
the disappearance ofprofits, for as long as businesses are willing todis-
tribute profits, profits will return tothem to distribute. This is the 'widow's
cruse' effect foreshadowed, forinstance, by Keynes in his Treatise on
Money (Book 1, p. 139). Hencethere is a curious indeterminancy inthe
distributional pattern, and ourmodels give results more akin tothe
economics of J. S. Mill than to thatof J. B. Clark. The apparentdistribu-
tional determinism that resultedfrom the marginal productivity theory
(which, by allying the laws ofdistribution with those of production, ap-
parently removed distributionfrom the sphere of humaninfluence) may
be shown to be due to anillegitimate extension ofmicroeconon)ic prin-
ciplesto the macroeconomiCfield. The marginal productivitytheory is a
theory of the demand forinput from a particularenterprise: it cannot be
generalized to the economy atlarge.
We now return to considerin more detail thecontribution of govern-
ment to output as a wholeand to the distributionalshares. Consider first
equation (16a). The balanceof payments of businesseswith government,
can be analyzedfurther into paymentsfor net purchases of govern-
ment from businesses,i.e., governmentexpenditure for goods andservices
bought from businesses, EDb.minus net business taxes,i.e., taxes minus
subsidies,Tb,minus business paymentsto government forsecurities, Sb.
XbD_Eb,TbSb (19a)
Similarly for households,if E, is the net paymentby government to
households for goods and services,Tb is net taxes,paid out of household
accounts, and Sb is net paymentsof househOldS togovernment for secun-
tics, (19b)where
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We have therefore, from equations (1 6a and b), further identities for
the contribution of government to profits and towages:
V9Eb9Sb + dKp6dK69' (20a)
WE69S6 + dKdK69' (20b)
The total contribution of government to national income, 1's, is given
by:
YgVg+Wg=E66+E6g (21)
as the total net payment to government for securities (S6 + S6) must equal
the net increase in government securities held (dK9b- dKbg' + dK6
dK691), if we neglect income arising from changes in the price ofsecuri-
ties already in private balance sheets. That is tosay, the government con-
tribution to national income equals the totalgovernment absorption of
goods and services from both households and businesses.
For many purposes the significant variable is not 'total' but'available'
income, i.e., income after the deduction of taxes. If V'represents available
profits and W' available wages,we have:
V'dQb+T4-VO'+dMb' (22a)
W'C6+dQT+V,+dM6' (22b)
E69-56 T6 + (dKUbdKb,') = X6, + (dK9b- dK691) (23a)
WgEk9 Sh T, + (dK9, - dK6g')X9 + (dK96 - dK69')(23b)
The two balance of payments factors for businesses,X and X6g and
for households, X66 and X9,are likely to be closely related. If liquidity
preferences are stable, a shift in the distribution of thetotal balance of
payments of government (the cash deficit or surplus) betweenbusiness
and household accounts- occasioned, for instance, by a shift in the dis-
tribution of total taxes between business and householdtaxes - will be
offset by a corresponding shift in the balance ofpayments between busi-
nesses and households. Thus suppose there isan increase in business
taxes and a corresponding decrease in householdtaxes. The initial effect
is to shift money out of business into householdaccounts, as more money
in taxes is taken out of businessaccounts and less is taken out of house-
hold accounts. If, however, the liquiditypreferences of business and
households are unchanged, this shift inmoney stocks will be offset imme-
diately by a shift in the business-householdsbalance: in order to recoup
their depleted money stocks, businesses willspend less toward households,
and households will spendmore toward businesses as they find themselves
with larger money stocks inconsequence of the decline in household taxes.F
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We may expect,therefore, that the quantities
X=X + XbandXh=X+X,g
will be fairly stable in the absence of changes in attitudestoward money.
If then we take Xw outof the transfer factor and write T' = T -Xbh,
we canrewrite the available profits and wages identities as follows:
v'_dQ+T'+(xb-FdMb')+(dKgbdKb;) (25a)
W'(C, + dQ) - r + (XA + dMft') + (dK - dK,19')(25b)
dMb' and dMh' need some comment.As government creation of money
is taken care of in the factorsXband X, dMb' + dM,,' represent the pri-
vate creation of money. In acommodity-money economy this would rep-
resent simply thedistribution between households and businesses of the
total amount of money-CommoditY, e.g.,gold, produced. In a bank-money
economy the problemis more complicated: if banks are included inprivate
businesses, bank deposits shouldstrictly be regarded as debts. Since we
include banks with government, we putbank deposits under government
debt. To take account of thesecomplications adequately would require a
four-part model, i.e., addingthe banking system to the three-partmodel
already constructed. Such amodel is rather beyond the scope of this
paper, and as thegeneral principles can be indicatedwithout it the dMb'
and dM' factors will beneglected in what follows. It may beassumed
roughly that the nongovernniefltincrease in money stocks will bedis-
tributed in the same proportions asthe general money stock.
An interesting conclusionwith respect to the incidence of taxationfol-
lows from equations (25a)and (25b): if the investment,consumption,
liquidity, and debt behavior patterns arestable, available profits and
wages are quiteindependent of the distributionof the total tax burden
between business andhousehold taxes. That is, if theseother factors are
constant, a shift fromhousehold toward business taxeswill be exactly
compensated by a rise in profitsbefore taxes and a fall in wagesbefore
taxes. In practice, a shiftin the tax structure islikely to affect business
and household decisionssomewhat, and hencecontribute to changing
available incomes. This change,however, is a result ofthe effect on
private decisions, not of the taxdirectly. The history of thelast few years
indicates that profits after taxes aremarkedly stable despite changesin
taxes.
It seems to follow alsothat the availablenational income itself is inde-
pendeut of the tax load.This is the veryagreeable 'widow's cruse'theory
of taxaton, that an increasein taxes always creates anequal increase in
national income withwhich to pay them,and hence leaves incomeafter
taxes unchanged! Butthis proposition issubject to many qualifications.
241
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It assumes first that the budget deficit doesnot change, so that the tax
increase actually representsan increase in government absorption of
product: it implies also that private absorption doesnot change, and that
unemployed resources are available,so that the increase in government
absorption producesan equal rise in the product. This condition can be
fulfilled only at low levels ofemployment.
An indefinite variety of modelscan be constructed from these identities
by assuming various types of relationamong their components. Merely
by way of illustration,one of the simplest models is based on the assump-
tion that household absorption, If= dQ + C, business accumulation
BdQb,and the transfer factor, T,are functions of the relative distribu-
tion between wages and profits,neglecting the government variables:
Thenwe have tlireeequations: H F()B=Fb(!)T= and
three identities: YW + VIf + B and TV - B (or T H-
W). The six equations determinethe six unknowns: H, B, T, W, V.
and Y. This model is susceptibleto simple graphic analysis, as in Figure 2.
The base line WV shows therelative distribution, W representing 100
percent wages and V 100 percent profits. Intermediatepoints such as K
represent a proportion WK goingto profits and KV going to wages.
CC0 and 11 are the 'consumption'(household absorption) and 'invest-
ment' (business accumulation) functions.Investment is measured from
WV downward, so that atany point, K, on WV, KCk is consumption.
KJ is investment, and thereforeC/ is consumption plus investment,
i.e., national income. YYY isthe national income curve- in this figure
exhibiting maximum at Y,,. Wenow divide the line CkI at the pointSk,
CLSkKY where-1 -. Then C,S is the absolute amount of wages andSk4 'PA
the absolute amount of profitswhen the ratio of wagesor profits to national
income is given by the pointK. The locus of Sk is the dashline 10C,
which, measured from thebase line WV, is the V- B curve: KSk = .'JkK VB(= KCCkSk=HW).Wenowpostujatea
T curve, T0ET, showing the valueof the transfer factor Tat each relative
distribution. T is likely to rise withan increasing proportion of profits,as dividends will be larger:consumer credit also may be larger.The point
of equilibrium is where theT curve cuts the V- B curve at E. When the
T curve is above the V- B curve, decisions will be madeat any given
relative distribution that willraise profits above thegiven proportion;
when the T curve is belowthe V - B curve, decisionswill be made that
will lower profits below the givenproportion. This is shown by thearrows. The equilibrium E is obviouslystable; the equilibriumat E' would be
unstable. The possibility ofa very high 'shiftability' ofequilibrium in thisASSET IDENTITIES IN ECONOMIC MODELS 243
model is all too apparent; i.e., a slight change in thefunctions involved
may bring about a large change in the position of equilibrium because of
the similarity in the slopes of the curves T0T and 1000. Indeed,a relatively
slight shift upward of the curve T0T might producea situation in which
there was no equilibrium, and profits would increase indefinitelyat the
expense of wages until some sort of subsistence level was reached: this is
the 'Marxian' case. On the other hand, a shift downward in the line T0T
until it lay entirely below 1C0 would produce a situation in whichwages
increase indefinitely at the expense of profits until theeconomy broke
down in unemployment. There is a suggestion of this kind of collapse in
the debacle of 1929-32.
In this model it is interesting to note that a rise in the investment func-
tion (represented in Fig. 2 by a shift in the line 1/ downward) will in-
crease the proportion going to profits in equilibrium, as the line 1000 is
also pulled downward and E moves to the right Similarly, a rise in the
consumption function pulls the line !C0 upward and moves the equili-





Other possible models will come readily to the reader's mind. Thus
the more general model involving the equations H = Fk( W,V); B =
Fb(W,V); T = V - B = F(W,V); and H + BW + V has many
interesting properties, and exhibits in general the same kind of 'shift-
ability' as the simpler model.
The approach through general equilibrium models and comparative
statics is not, of course, the only method of approachingmacroeconomic
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relationships. The movements of these variables can be exploreddirectly
in a true dynamic approach bymeans of postulating difference equations
connecting consecutive time-values of the variables. Thus ifwe assume
that the magnitude of each component ofan identity is determined by
certain magnitudes of the identity in the preceding period(or even in
many preceding periods), the time-course of the variablescan be traced
out and if the system yields an equilibrium, the equilibriumposition will
be successively approximated, regardless from whatvalues we start. This
method has the advantage also that it is susceptibleto graphic analysis,
no matter how complex the fundamental identity,as long as the difference
equations relate only two,or at most three, variables.
The method is illustrated fora very simple case in Figures 3-5. We
suppose that the transfer factor is constant, that there isa business invest-
ment function B = Fb( V) (Fig. 3), anda household absorption function
H = Fh(V + W) (Fig. 4). Thenthe identities TV - BH - W
give us four equations to solve forthe four unknowns, H, B, 11, andW.
We interpret the investment and householdabsorption functions as differ-
ence equations, so that we should strictly write B,1FbVI and H1 =
F ( V + We). The graphic solution ofthe equilibrium position isnot
difficult: in Figure 3, OS ismeasured downward from the originequal
to the transfer factor T (assumedconstant), and a 45line drawn from
S to cut the investmentcurve in B; VB is the equilibrium level of invest-
ment (BV - T). Now in Figure 4we draw OR downward from the
origin equal to VeB6 in Figure3, and draw a 450 line from Rto cut the
household absorptioncurve in H; this gives the equilibriumvalue of national income.
Now suppose thatwe start with any arbitrary magnitudesof the four
variables represented by the lineAOB000DØ in Figure 5: BA0B0, H =
B0D0, V = A0CO3 W C0D0, andT = B0C0; national income, (Y)= A0D0.
We then make 0V in Figure3 equal A0C0 in Figure 5,and find the corre-
sponding value of B, V,B1 inFigure 3; on a new line in Figure5 we draw
A1B1V0B1. Similarly, we drawOY. in Figure 4 equalto A0D0 in Fig-
tire 5, get the value of H, and draw B1D1 in Figure5 equal to Y0H1
in Figure 4. This givesus all the variables for time11. Repeating the process
we get lines A2B2C2D2, AB3C3D,and soon, each line beingderived from the one above it. In thiscase it is evident that weare approaching a stable
equilibrium rather rapidly: withother functions, ofcourse, the difference
equations might lead toan explosive solution. Thismethod of attack can
be employed even when thefundamental identity istoo complicated to allow a graphic solutionof the equilibriumposition. The possibility of
statistical attack by this methodneeds further exploration.
















prices explicitly, though a price structure isimplicit in the valuation of real
assets. The 'real capital' items Q and Q& arevalue items, and can be
divided into some index of physical quantity of assetsmultiplied by some
index of their prices. Likewise, the investment items dQband dQh can be
divided into two parts, one of which represents the increasein physical
assets at constant prices, and the other the rise inthe dollar value of existing
assets as a result of a rise in their prices. Fromthe viewpoint of national
income the latter portion may be regarded as 'spurious':from the view-
point of individual or sectional group incomes, however,it is not entirely
spurious as it represents a redistribution of income, thosewho hold the
assets that are rising in price benefiting at the expenseof those whose assets
are not rising. Models of the Keynesian typehave never, to my knowledge,
succeeded in incorporating prices and price levels as explicit variables of
the system. This is a great weakness, as it means in effect that the models
are valuable only at low levels of employment: asthe system approaches
capacity and price changes begin to be important, the functional relations
assumed in the models break down and become too unstable to use. The
models do not give an explicit picture of how the system behaves as it
begins to approach capacity output, and in particular do not treat the
mechanism of price-wage inflation explicitly. Nor is there any analysis of
the impact of 'exogenous' changes in prices or money wages on the other
variables in the system. I do not propose in the remaining space of this
paper to eradicate this defect or even to attack a problemthat has hardly
even been stated: the effect of monopolistic and imperfectly competitive
market conditions on aggregate economic activities. Nevertheless, there
are indications that asset-analysis will throw a good dealof light on this
problem.
In 'A Liquidity Preference Theory of Market Prices' (Econoniica,
May 1944) I have shown that market price in a competitive market can
be expressed in terms of money stocks, commodity stocks, or some other
'priced' exchangeable, and two 'parameters of behavior' reflecting the psy-
chological attitude toward these assets (preferred asset ratios). Thus if
p, is the market price of any exchangeable, M the stock of money held by
the marketers, A the stock of the exchangeable, and if r,,,, the preferred
liquidity ratio, is the desired proportion of money to total assets and r6
is the desired proportion of the value of the exchangeable to the value of
total assets, then
(26)
For, if T is the total value of all assets held by the marketers, by defini-
tion re,, =and Ta = eliminating T between these identities gives
A
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(26). The preferred assetratios of the market are complex averages
of the preferredasset ratios of the individuals in the market, and changes
in them reflect achange in the 'state of mind' of the market as a whole.
The liquiditYpreference theory of interest is a special case of this formila
where the 'exchangeable'is fixed-interest securities.
The inference may bedrawn from this identity that if the price structure
is to enterexplicitly into the macroeconomic models stocks of assets also
must enter as given.There are also very convincing reasons for including
asset stocks in investmentand consumption functions, as Lawrence Klein
shows in his paper.Consumption is consumption of assets, hence the
larger the stock of assetsthe higher may the rate of their consumption be
expected to be. Indeed, it is notwholly preposterous to assume that each
vadabka of ast consumes itself atits own rate, irrespective of use, and that consunup-
the inOh1s tion therefore isprimarily a function of the composition of the assetstock.
aPproaCh Similarly, investment, beingitself an addition to real assets, should depend
ialtthiivas largely upon the size andcomposition of the existing stock. But the diffi-
tOUas. The culties of analysis here seem tolie in the fact that the composition ofthe
$5 t stock may be much more importantthan its over-all magnitude, and it is
ctJast the not at all easy to seeoffhand which breakdowns are significant.Asset
aiiyà of quantities however, aresignificant not merely because assetidentities are
t*i 1 the basis for significant incomeidentities but also because they must enter
explicitly into the models. Thetask of constructing such modelsis beyond








siIs and r Mr. Bouldings paper isinteresting andeniightefliflg. But since somechar-
the valiof acteristics of economicidentities have not beengiven enough attention,
some of his conclusionsare rathermisleading. One suchcharacteristic is
that an identity does notnecessarily imply a causeand effect relation. By
looking at the identities alone, onecan seldomreach any conclusionabout
-i d- the forces determining themagnitudes of thevariables involved.Secondly,
any number of economicidentities may be relevantto a given problem.By
including different identities orby lirninatiflgdifferent sets of variables
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from the analysis by differentways of substitution through the identi-
ties, surprisingly different (oreven directly opposite) conclusions can be
obtained for essentially thesame problem.' The important point is, of
course, to include the identities and variables that have the most bearing
on the problem.
Some of Boulding's conclusions about income distributionare rather
startling; if they were true, they would be significant. Theyseem, however,
to be the results of misinterpreting identitiesas cause and effect relations
and of improper selection of identities and variables. Forexample, he says:
"What h's emerged from the analysis of asset identities, then, is theoutline
of a macroeconomic theory of the distribution of nationalincome into labor
and nonlabor income.... The identities clearly show that the distribution
structure is not a result of the productive process but is in the mainattributable
to investment and financial processes and decisions.... The identities indicate
also that the distributional pattern is largely independent ofthe money wage
bargain, except as far as thewage bargain affects indirectly the significant
determinants, such as dividend or investment policy."
Boulding's 'significant' deternunantsare embodied in his 'transfer fac-
tor' T (see his equation 15) among thecomponents of which is D, dividend
payments. Boulding therefore reaches the strange conclusion thatdividend
policies that merely decide where total profits shouldbe kept have more
to do with the relative proportion of total profits andthe total wage bill
in national income than thewage bargain. Common sense tells us this
cannot be true. The truth is, of course, that Boulding'sidentities (15),
(17a), and (17b) do not furnish him withsufficient basis to draw any
conclusion on income distribution.
After stating his conclusions quite generally,Boulding went on to for-
mulate a simple self-determined model whichtends to confirm his theory.2
A slight modification of his model wouldlead to a directly opposite
conclusion.
Retain his H and B functions and theidentities Y = W + V and Y=H+B.
Omit the vsriable T (therefore, his Tfunction and T identity).
Introduce the new variables N, number ofwage earners employed, and
R, the average wage rate. Treat the latteras exogenous and determined
by the wage bargain.
Introduce the new function NF,, (If + B) and thenew identity
W = NR, which wouldseem to be more relevant to the problem of income
distribution than those omitted.
1See the example worked out below wherea slight modification of Mr. Boulding's
model leads to a directly opposite conclusion.
'hcidcntafly, his model contains none of thetrue asset identities he believed to be
"actually more fundamental, and frequentlymore illuminating, than the income
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In the newmodel every variable (and therefore the proportion ofW
and V innational income) is determined by the exogenousvariable, the
wage ratedecided upon by the wage bargain,together with the given func-
Uons andidentifies. Now, what has happened toT, Boulding's 'deternii-
nant' of incomedistribution? T, of course, still equals V - B, anidentity
omitted from the newmodel. Since both V and B are determined bythe
wage bargains wehave reached the equally strange butdirectly opposite
conclusion that, amongother things, dividend policies, i.e.,D, a compo-
nent of T, aredetermined by the wage bargain.
The above is merely acaution against careless use of identities;it should
not be allowed toobscure the contributionBoulding makes in deriving the
asset identities.
A. G. Hart,Columbia University
Boulding's paper isextremely stimulating, and Ihope will be followed
up in laterwealth discussions. Myimpression is, though, that it tries to
make a preliminarYand incomplete analysisbear more weight than itis
fit for. A good testwould be to take the concreteevidence on balances of
payments among sectorsoffered by the MoneyflowsStudy, and see how
far his paper's argumentwill help in its analysis.
The extent to whichhis paper involvesbricks without straw isevident
in connection withFigure 2. Consider itsCC0 curve, which showshouse-
hold absorption of output as afunction of the proportionof income paid
for personal services.Is it plausible todraw this curve with anegative
slope throughout, orwill it not have amaximum? Will not the 100percent
wages point show wages100 percent of a rathersmall total? This curve
must presumably betaken to expressinteraction betweenproducers and
consumers. Orconsider the I1 curve,expressing investment.If invest-
ment is not verysmall at '100 percentprofits', it must bebecause employ-
ers count on morethan VC0 ofhousehold absorption inthe not too distant
future. To draw this curveimplies somespecific period underscrutiny,
and some specific expectationpattern about laterperiods.
Another point atwhich the paper seemsto prove toomuch is in the
widow's cruse analysis.1Roughly, this saysthat business is asprofitable
"Widow's curse" in themimeograph copy distributedat the meeting!Discussion at
lunch of the difficulty ofliterary allusionsbrought out fears that wemay soon have
to face students andreaders who not only areignorant of Scripturebut haven't heard
of the indispensable one-bossshay or of Crusoe.Curricular suggestion:After we get
done introducing"mathematics for economists",the next stepshould be a course in
literature for economistsand their secretarieS".250 PART vii
as it acts - profits varying with expenditures of profitson investment
and on owners' consumption. Whenwe start looking for limits to this
business psychology view of distribution,we soon hit on the fact that if a
given firm gets more optimistic about its profits andspends accordingly,
the benefits accrue to other firms,and this firm finds profits below expec-
tations; so that optimism must be limited bypunishments to the most
optimistic. Going beyond this,we hit next on thefact that greater optimism
about profits must reflect either expectations of physicalvolume expansion
(with full employment limits), of favorableshifts in price relationships
(with limits from forces that resist inflation),or of cost reducing innova-
tion. Next we must realize that thismechanism has its special leakages,
notably through taxes on stockholders.
As Boulding points out at the outset, the interestof an identity depends
on whether it can be tied into a set of functional equationsin the same
variables, with a structure that will determinethe variables. If theseequa-
tions are motivated rather than merelymechanical, they will includecom-
parisons between expected and realizedresults for the recent past. I infer
that there is no use going further withBoulding's identities without setting
up explicitly dynamic models of this sort.
Morris A. Copeland,Cornell University
Boulding's paper is one of threeconsidered in a session theobjective of
which was to explore the significanceof national balance sheetinformation
for economic analysis. It standsin marked contrast to the othertwo. Both
Klein and Brill are concerned withstatistical determinations ofassets and
obligations and transaction volumes,with analyzing and drawingconclu- sions from these determinations.Boulding's analysisruns in terms of
quantitative concepts that have similarnames to those employed by Brill
and Klein but he avoidsany commitment as to what hisconcepts mean in a precise empirical sense.
Alvin Johnson once said of thiskind of thing that it wouldbe open to
no objection if the perpetrator would onlydelete from his exercise inlogic the words that suggest theexercise applies to any actualeconomy. I have
some sympathy with Johnson's stricture,but it has not receivedmuch approval. It goes too far. If Bouldinghas deliberately preferrednot to tell us just what his variables meanempirically - and therecan be little doubt his preference herewas deliberate - he at leastmaintains a vicarious con-
tact with reality: he relates his analysisto the analyses of othereconomists, e.g., Keynes, who were moreconcerned to push modelanalysis in the
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iirection of establishing it on an empirical base. Indeed Boulding goes
further; he uses many terms that suggest current statistical series. But the
closest he comes to committing himself to a precise empirical specification
of his meaning is to tell us that "dGb .. is closely related to what the
Department of Commerce calls 'undistributed profits' ".
Most economists have aspired to make economics a science. If we are
to get forward toward this objective we would do well to take a cue from
other fields of inquiry that have gone further, e.g., physics, and seek to
define our basic quantitative concepts operationally and empirically, i.e.,
in terms of the method of determining the quantities statistically. I think
this Conference has been making a major contribution in this direction,
and I hope it will continue to do so.
One thing that more attention to the empirical significance of concepts
would bring out is the distinction between variables that are on an accrual
and imputation basis and those that are on a cash or moneyfiows basis.
Among the variables in Boulding's models, I take it, incomeand profit are
accrual and imputation concepts, while the increments in cash balances
and debts are facts on a cash basis. In my study of moneyfiowsit proved
necessary to draw a very sharp contrast betweenthe savings and invest-
ment account and the account that reports the moneyvarious economic
sectors advance or return through financialchannels and the money they
obtain through these channels. I do not know how farit is possible to draw
valid conclusions from hybrid models that scramblethese two accounts
by using both accrual and imputation and cashbasis variables. As a mini-
mum precaution it would seem wise torecognize the hybrid nature of the
models.
Empirical model analysis is still in a somewhatimmature stage. (1) It
is doubtful whether any behavioristic equationis beyond the point where
we can say that various formsgive almost equally plausible fits. (2)Even
definitional equations can assume variousforms, for we can define their
terms empirically in various ways. (3)But we do know that a smallchange
in parameters can give a model eitherdamped or explosive properties.
(4) And we know a very great varietyof somewhat plausible models is
possible. Boulding admits, even insists, onthe third and fourth of these
points. In view of these points and since hedoes not seek to establish that
no plausible model leading to acontrary conclusion ispossible it seems
brash of Boulding to imply he has heredemonstrated that "the distribu-
tion structure is not a result of aproductive process". I would notwith
Johnson urge that such a conclusion bestrictly confined to its symbolic
form. I would urge that such conclusionsbe properly qualified tomake
clear that their demonstrated validityapplies to particularhypothetical,
empirically undefined models, not to anyactual economy.252 PART VII
Roland N. McKean, Rand Corporation
Boulding and Klein deal with the most urgent phase of drawing up a
national balance sheet - the formulation of significant hypotheses balance-
sheet data would help us test. Exploration of such uses for the data is a
prerequisite for settling the problems about valuation, consolidation, and
general form of the balance sheet. These papers concentrate on utilizing
this tool to help predict aggregates such as the distribution of income and
total spending - one of the more promising uses of the balance sheet, since
adapting it for other purposes would often require prohibitive detail.
Both give convincing reasons supporting the common sense view that
predictions about (income) flows are likely to be wide of the mark unless
we take initial (asset) stocks into consideration. Boulding's concluding
argument is sufficiently important to warrant restatement. The simplified
Keynesian system does not include a theory of price-wage determination.
Such a model gives relatively little assistance to policy except at very low
levels of employment. If the functions are in money terms, they do not
appear to be stable. If they are in real terms, the magnitude of any shift in
current dollars, e.g., government investment of $3 billion, is indeterminate
until we know the impact on prices. Omission of asset stocks from the
theory may have led Keynesians to neglect price levels. In any case, intro-
ducing asset stocks into these models forcibly directs attention to thegap
in the theory.
Of course, this gap may be unimportant. We must test theories bycom-
paring their implications with observations, not by appraising the 'reality'
of their assumptions.1 Klein has found little evidence that the changing
real value of liquid assets has significantly affected spending. He tendsto
believe that "the negative results obtainedso far leave the burden of proof
on the shoulders of the advocates of monetary policy who rely on large
effects of certain wealth variables in spending and savingdecisions". On
the other hand, tests have often neglected the possible influence ofliquidity
upon the postponement of investment projects, producing variable lags
between changes in interest rates and in outlays;upon risky undertakings
by new, small, or innovating firms;upon expenditures at different stages
of the cycle; and upon investmentor consumption decisions quite apart
from any effects on the pure interest rateor on any observable rates. These
"certain wealth variables" will probably beespecially important during a
writer is on leave of absence from Vanderbilt University.These comments
were written while he was at Vanderbilt.
1Th1s is Milton Friedman's position, summamed inG. J. Stigler, Five Lectures on
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state of perpetual mobilization, which may set off a cumulative decline of
liquidity desire.
Boulding's chief contribution is an intriguing exploration of asset iden-
titjes.2 Comments on a few minor matters may help some readers. On the
balance sheet for households, Kbh designates an asset (debts from business
to households), while Kb' refers to a liability (debts from households to
business). On the balance sheet for business, however, these same obliga-
tions appear as Kb and Kb'. The subscripts tell the story, and the 'prime'
symbol is superfluous. Thus dKb and dKhb' become, if we wish, dKb'
and dK*b. In equation (14) Boulding evidently interchanges these symbols
in this manner. It would be clearer, in my opinion, if the 'prime' were
omitted.
Another small difficulty is that "aggregate business savings" is in fact
the aggregate change in business net worth, presumably including the
proceeds of new common stock flotations and the equities of new firms.
Also, in view of the general emphasis on the balance sheet, it is a little
surprising to find only increments and flows in most of his essay. Stocks of
assets practically disappear after the first few pages. However, initial
stocks would no doubt appear in the functions determining the flow
variables.
Much more important, this ingenious approach throws light on both the
insight and the confusion which identities can provide. Readers will per-
ceive the provocative and promising nature of this approach without any
outside comment. I shall restrict my remarks largely to reemphasizingthe
treacherous aspects of manipulating identities.
Confusion oj Identities with Equilibrium Conditions
In formulating hypotheses, the cautious manipulation ofidentities may be
a fruitful source of insight. In the finalexposition of a model, the introduc-
tion of identifies is usually a source of confusion. Inidentities, the actual
(observable, measurable) magnitudes are alwaysequal and determine
nothing. In economic models, the scheduled (normal,intended) magni-
tudes are not always equal, but define the equilibriumsolution, with the
assumption of appropriate stability conditions. Forexample, quantities
purchased and sold are always equal, anddetermine nothing about price.
The quantities demanded and offered according tothe demand and supply
schedules are not always equal, but determinethe equilibrium price. Pro-
fessor Marschak clarified several disturbingparadoxes by substituting
equilibrium conditions for identities inpre-Keynes.ian models.3 In balance
'I would prefer balance-sheet identities, thoseinvolving balance-sheet items.
* 'Identity and Stability in Economics: A Survey', Econometric(1,X (Jan. 1942),
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of payments problems,as in other forms of double-entry bookkeeping,
actual debits always equalactual credits. In the equation of exchange,
actual cash balancesavailable are identical with actual cash balances held
(in other words,measurable MV always equals measurable PT). Butin
all cases the equalitiesrelevant to prediction are between some sortof
normal or scheduled values.
Identities may providea convenient framework for analysis, explana-
tion, or further probing.They may help explain the process ofmoving
toward equilibrium. For instance,at disequilibrium levels of income, the
identity between actual savingsand actual investment helps demonstrate
the following propositions:(1) We are off the investment orconsumption
functions (or both).(2) We have some abnormal (unintended)saving,
dissaving, investment,or disinvestment. (3) The behavior of dissatisfied
savers or investors getting backto the functions moves us from the dis-
equilibrium position.
In a predictive model,nonetheless, the clearest way to completean ordinary system,e.g., a demand and a supply curve, is touse an equality
stating that at equilibriumthe scheduled magnitudesare equal. In Boul-
ding's system of equations,we sacrifice clarity by making Y W + VH + B and TV - B. Why shouldwe use definitional identities stating
that certain observedquantities can never be unequal?Wouldn't it be better to substituteequilibrium conditions stating that YW + V = H + B and T = V- B?4 In other words, at equilibrium thesemagnitudes as
indicated by the scheduleswill be equal. When explainingthe system
graphically, one automaticallyresorts to equilibrium conditions insteadof identities. "The point ofequilibrium is where the Tcurve Cuts the V - B curve, atE" (italics mine).
Confusion of Measurable Quantitiesand Functional Relationships
Early in the paper,Professor Boulding makes thefollowing important
statement: "The interest ofan identity depends on whether itscomponents have enough homogeneity,independence, and connectednessto be related in a set of functionalequations sufficient to determinethem." To prevent
misunderstanding, we shouldcarefully distinguish betweenthese compo-
nents or observable values andthe scheduled quantitiesthat make up the functions or curves. Andwe should scrupulously avoidsaying that any observable quantity isa determinant of any other item.While the observ- able quantity is acomponent of the identity, only thefunctional relation- ships are determinants ofthe equilibrium values.
Even Boulding, who writeswith exceptionalcare and clarity, occasion-
'See John Lintner, The Theoryof Money and Prices',The New Economics,ed. Seymour Harris (Knopf, 1947),pp. 530-1.
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ally slipsjflto misleadingstatements about causal or determining factors.
In his papersaside from the roles of government and new bank deposits,
__ denticalwith business investment plus a trnnsfer factor, and
e identicalwith household purchases minus the same transfer
factor.National income, moreover, is identical with wages plusprofits,
oi the onehand, and with business investment plushousehold purchases,
the other. "Theidentities then indicate that the distribution of national
jncome betweenwage and nonwage income isrelated to the composition
national income bybusiness investment and household absorption
through the transferfactor.. . ." This transfer factor is the sum ofdividend
distribution, the balanceof payments of households with business, the
;qerease of debtsfrom households to business, and theincrease in debts
fnn business tohouseholds (a minus item).
}j' logically suggestsrelating these components to underlyingdetermi-
nants, &4ving adividends function, a consumer creditfunction, a securi-
ties function, and so on.Nevertheless, unless readers learnedtheir lesson
well from thesavingsiflveStmeflt controversy,several asides may give
them difficulty. "Investmentitself is the chief determinantof profits, and
is in turn determinedin part by expectedprofits." This seems exactly like
saying that the volumeof saving itself is the maindeterminant of income,
and is itself determinedin part by expected income.A much clearer state-
meat appears laterin connection with thesystem of functionalrelation-
ships. "In this modelit is interesting to notethat a rise in the investment
function. . . will increasethe proportion going toprofits in equilibrium."5
In another place, "Wethus get the paradoxicalproposition that the sale
of bonds by businesses tohouseholds actuallydiminishes total profits,the
other variables beingconstant". This is true inthe same sense thatlarger
savings increase nationalincome, other variablesremaining constant. Such
plain arithmetic becomesparadoxical only if welapse into thinkingthat
changes in the volume ofcorporate bondsdo in fact producecorresponding
changes in total profits.Actually, the identitiesdo not give anyclue to
either the immediate orequilibrium effect of anincreased propensitY to
float or to purchase bonds.To illustrate with afamiliar model,decreased
consumption and unintendedinventories mightinitially matchincreased
savings, leaving nationalincome unchanged.Similarly, the alteredbalance
of payments of householdswith business mightinitially offset theincreased
indebtedness of business tohouseholds, leavingthe transfer factorand
total profits unchanged.At equilibriwn. arise in thesavings curve,with
the investment curveunchanged, would lowernational income,and the
'This result is hardly surprising,
though, since insetting up themodel, we assumed
that investment, household
purchases. and thetransfer factor werecertain "func-
tions of the proportionate
distribution between wagesand profits".256 PART VII
effect of a rise in the bond functionon profits would depend upon the
nature of the functions.
The two following quotations also illustrate the point(italics mine).
"The identities indicate also that the distributionalpattern is largely inde-
pendent of the money wage bargain,except as far as the wage bargain
affects indirectly the significant determinants, suchas dividend or invest-
ment policy"; and, one might add, the consumption function, thetransfer-
factor functions, and soon. Again, "An interestingconclusion with respect
to the incidence of taxation follows from equations (25a) and(25b): if
the investment, consumption, liquidity, and debtbehavior patterns are
stable, profits and available wagesare quite independent of the distri-
bution of the total tax burden between businessand household taxes".
These statements are undeniablycorrect. If all the equations in a deterini-
nate system are held stable, hydrogen bombs willnot budge the equilibrium
solution. The meaningful issue is not whether thewage and tax bargains
appear in the identities, but whether they affect the functional relationships.
Furthermore, it is the system of functional relationships,not the identi-
ties, that may cast doubtupon the usefulness of marginal productivity
theory. Even with that proviso, is therenecessarily a contradiction between
an aggregafive theory of distribution and marginal productivitytheory?
Perhaps, like the theories of relative pricesand aggregate income, they
pertain to different problems and complementeach other. Synthesis, if
desirable and feasible, might modify bothuntil they amounted to the same
thing without disclosing any fundamentalconflict.
REPLY
I have read Professor McKean'scomments with great interest, and atmany
points am willing to cry "peccavi"! He is quiteright, of course, in saying
that in an equilibrium system it is thefunctions that are the determining
factors, not the values of the mutually determinedvariables. Nevertheless,
when we are considering the dynamics ofsuch a system the emphasis is
upon decisions, not upon abstract functional relationships.What the func-
tions represent, in terms of human behavior,is a relation between decisions
and the data on which they are based. Totake one case he cites, the relation
of investment to profits. Inan equilibrium system these are mutually deter-
mined through an investment-profits functionof some kind, in conjunction
with the other functions and identitiesof the system. In a simple period
analysis, however, we cansay that the investment decisions ofone 'decision
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determine the profits ofthe next period. We cannot, of Course, reduce the
jnunensety complexdynamic structure of social life to any simple 'this
week, next week'kind of period analysis without a pretty heroic abstrac-
tion: nevertheless,it helps to illustrate the process by which the equations
of equilibrium are'solved'.
I confess I haveperhaps not properly understood the objection to the
use ofidentities in the equilibrium systems themselves: surely what the
addition of identities tothe functional relationships gives us is a deterini-
nate system!Without the identities the system does not have enough equali-
ties to determine it,and they must be present in the system either implicitly
or explicitly:it is surely better to make them explicit.
With Mr. Hart's comment I findmyself in substantial accord. The next
step beyond staticmodels is, of course, dynamic, expectational models.
The problem of relatingthe decisions of one set of people to the disappoint-
ments of others, whichhas been hovering in the background of a great deal
of modem economics, alsoneeds to be made much more explicit. It seems
to me clear, however,that the links between decisions anddisappointments
are precisely themacroeconomic identities I have been developing.
Mr. Liu's model illustratesextremely well what should not be donewith
identities! If the models are to besignificant the various variables must
represent quantities or sumsof quantities that are in some way inthe power
of decision makers to vary. Mr.Liu's 'average wage rate' is notsuch a
quantity, as it must refer to real wages,which are not normally within the
power of the wage bargainersto decide. His modelmight very well become
significant, however, if wagebargains (like :he General Motorscontract)
were generallyconducted in terms of real wagc.This would introduce an
element of over_determinatenessinto the existing Jem,and ;c"thing
would have to 'give'. Whatwould 'give' of course is the pricelevel, and the
profit and wage identities wouldthereby be adjusted. But I amnot espe-
cially concerned to defend therealism of my particular'models', which arc
intended merely to illustrate amethod: the search for moresignificant
'parameters' is a continuing taskof both economic andstatistical analysis.
In regard to Mr. Copeland'sremarks, surely allstatistical series are so
arbitrary that there should be nodifficulty in fitting anyreasonable set of
concepts to them. Bothanalytical and empiricalconcepts involve thesplit-
ting of a heterogeneous universeinto heterogeneousparts. Exactly where
the split is made is in considerabledegree a matter ofaesthetics: there will
always be difficult, and unimportant,marginal cases ofthe lines of defini-
tion. What is important, however,is that the relevantuniverse should be
completely divided, that theconceptual frameworkshould not leave any
portion of the relevant universeoutside it. This is thesignificance of start-
ing with the universal identitiesderived by splitting theuniverse in differentS
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ways. All my system involves is a twofold split of the heterogeneous uni-
verse 'national income' first into that which is taken off the hands of
businesses by households and that which is not, and second into thatwhich
accrues to 'labor' and that which does not. In either case the line may be
rather arbitrary, as indeed, the distinction between households andbusi-
nesses is itself arbitrary. But the arbitrariness of a distinction doesnot
detract from its importance, for few important distinctionsare clear, and
the arbitrariness is in no way removed by making the distinctiondepend
on confonnity to statistical rituals.
I must, I think, plead not guilty to the accusation thatmy models are
'hybrid' with respect to accrual and cash basis variables,except as far as
all accounts are hybrid in this respect. I have not hadan opportunity to
see the inoneyfiows manuscript; surely, however, where moneyflowsexer-
cise their influence on the income structure is in the changesin money
stocks in various accounts, as I have indicated. Isee nothing 'hybrid' in
this, any more than a balance sheet is hybrid becauseit contains cash,
inventories, and equipment.